The economic impact of cytoreductive surgery and tyrosine kinase inhibitor therapy in the treatment of advanced gastrointestinal stromal tumours: a Markov chain decision analysis.
The current first-line treatment for patients with recurrent or metastatic gastrointestinal stromal tumours (GIST) is management with tyrosine kinase inhibition (TKI). There is an undefined role for surgery in the management of these patients. This study uses a cost analysis to examine the economic impact of treating patients with TKI in combination with surgery at different time-points in their treatment trajectories. A Markov chain decision analysis was modelled over a 2-year time horizon to determine costs associated with surgery in combination with imatinib mesylate (IM) or sunitinib malate (SU) in seven scenarios varied by TKI agent, dose and disease status (stable versus localised progressive disease). Rates of disease progression, surgical morbidity, mortality and adverse drug reactions were extracted from the existing literature. Deterministic sensitivity analyses were performed to examine changes in cost due to variations in key variables. The least-costly scenario was to perform no surgery. The most costly scenario was to perform surgery on patients with localised progressive disease on IM 800 mg. The overall range of costs clustered within approximately $47,000 (USD). Variations in surgical cost, surgical mortality and cost of IM demonstrated thresholds for changing the least-costly scenario within plausible tested ranges. Costs of surgical intervention at different time-points within the treatment course of patients with advanced GIST fluctuate within a relatively narrow range, suggesting that costs arise primarily from the administration of TKI. The decision to pursue cytoreductive surgery should not be based on cost alone. Future studies should incorporate health-state utilities when available.